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Background.    Prior knowledge activation facilitates learning. Note taking during prior 

knowledge activation (i.e., note taking directed at retrieving information from memory) might 

facilitate the activation process by enabling learners to build an external representation of their 

prior knowledge. However, taking notes might be less effective in supporting prior knowledge 

activation if available prior knowledge is limited.  

Aims.    This study investigates the effects of the retrieval-directed function of note taking 

depending on learners’ level of prior knowledge. It is hypothesised that the effectiveness of note 

taking is influenced by the amount of prior knowledge learners already possess.  

Sample.    Sixty-one high school students participated in this study. A prior knowledge test was 

used to ascertain differences in level of prior knowledge and assign participants to a low or a 

high prior knowledge group. 

Method.    A 2 x 2 factorial design was used to investigate the effects of note taking during prior 

knowledge activation (yes, no) depending on learners’ level of prior knowledge (low, high) on 

mental effort, performance, and mental efficiency.  

Results.    Note taking during prior knowledge activation lowered mental effort and increased 

mental efficiency for high prior knowledge learners. For low prior knowledge learners, note 

taking had the opposite effect on mental effort and mental efficiency.  

Conclusions.    The effects of the retrieval-directed function of note taking are influenced by 

learners’ level of prior knowledge. Learners with high prior knowledge benefit from taking notes 

while activating prior knowledge, whereas note taking has no beneficial effects for learners with 

limited prior knowledge.  
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The Influence of Prior Knowledge on the Retrieval-Directed Function of Note Taking in Prior 

Knowledge Activation 

Prior knowledge activation has a strong positive impact on learning. Schmidt (1982), for 

example, activated students’ prior knowledge by means of problem analysis. Students were 

asked to explain the problem of osmosis (i.e., swelling and shrinking of a red blood cell in pure 

water and a salt solution) in terms of an underlying process, principle, or mechanism. When 

formulating hypotheses regarding the problem of osmosis, students relied on their prior 

knowledge to account for the observed phenomena. Students who activated prior knowledge 

showed superior recall and transfer as compared to students who did not activate prior 

knowledge. Prior knowledge activation – in this case by means of problem analysis – functioned 

as a bridge between existing prior knowledge and knowledge still to be acquired. This facilitated 

the integration of new knowledge into already existing knowledge structures resulting in higher 

recall and better understanding of new information.  

The present study explores the effects of note taking during prior knowledge activation. 

More specifically, it is investigated if and how note taking during prior knowledge activation 

influences the activation process and learning, taking learners’ levels of prior knowledge into 

account. The structure of this introduction is as follows. First, the facilitative effects of prior 

knowledge activation on learning are described. Second, traditional note taking research is 

shortly described and the differences with note taking as operationalised in the present study are 

emphasised. Finally, it is hypothesised how note taking during prior knowledge activation may 

facilitate the activation process and learning, and how the effects of note taking are influenced by 

learners’ levels of prior knowledge. 

Prior Knowledge Activation 
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In line with Schmidt (1982), many studies have provided evidence for the facilitative 

effects of prior knowledge activation on learning (e.g., Chi, de Leeuw, Chiu, & LaVancher, 

1994; De Grave, Schmidt, & Boshuizen, 2001; Goetz, Schallert, Reynolds, & Radin, 1983; 

Machiels-Bongaerts, Schmidt, & Boshuizen, 1995). Prior knowledge activation involves the 

transfer of available knowledge from long-term memory to working memory. If new, potentially 

meaningful information is related to the assimilative context of existing knowledge held in 

working memory, this information can be integrated in the existing knowledge base. This results 

in the elaboration and refinement of the existing knowledge base, with beneficial effects on 

recall and understanding (Mayer, 1979). So, the availability of prior knowledge is not sufficient 

to achieve higher learning outcomes. This knowledge should be retrieved and activated in order 

to establish relationships between existing knowledge and new information. 

The way in which knowledge is represented in memory influences how easily, accurately, 

and efficiently knowledge can be retrieved and activated. Important units of knowledge are 

concepts. A concept is a general idea about an object (e.g., apple) constructed by means of 

abstraction that is related to other concepts (e.g., fruit, banana, green). According to network 

models, concepts are stored as nodes with links between nodes representing relations between 

concepts. This interconnected pattern of nodes enables learners to meaningfully organise 

knowledge contained in the connections among the various nodes. If prior knowledge is 

activated, specific nodes in the network are activated. This activation can easily spread to other 

connected nodes. The more often particular links between nodes are used, the stronger these 

links become. As a result of frequent use, learning takes place through strengthening of 

connections. In addition, the network provides a framework in which new information can be 

integrated. This framework facilitates learning because it offers the opportunity to establish 
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connections between new information and previous experiences (i.e., nodes). The richer the 

integrated framework, the higher the chance that new information can be connected to already 

existing knowledge, enhancing both recall and transfer of knowledge (Anderson, 1983).  

Prior Knowledge Activation Strategies 

There are different strategies that can be used to activate learners’ prior knowledge. 

Problem analysis, for example, is a strategy in which learners collaboratively activate their prior 

knowledge when constructing explanations for a presented problem (e.g., De Grave et al., 2001; 

Schmidt, 1982). This is comparable to self-explanation in which learners generate explanations 

to themselves using their prior knowledge (Chi et al., 1994). Another strategy that is frequently 

used in prior knowledge activation is mobilisation where learners are explicitly encouraged to 

bring to mind all knowledge they have in a certain domain (Peeck, 1982). Mobilisation is 

considered a bottom-up strategy; it serves a broad stage setting function that provides learners 

with a relevant context in which new information can be integrated (Peeck, van den Bosch, & 

Kreupeling, 1982). Because of this bottom-up stage setting function, mobilisation is a useful 

strategy for learners regardless of their level of prior knowledge.   

Machiels-Bongaerts et al. (1995) asked students to mobilise all knowledge they had about 

the fishery policy of the European Union and its consequences. A control group activated prior 

knowledge about a neutral topic. Subsequently, all students studied a text describing the effects 

of the restrictive EU fishery policy on a small imaginary fishermen’s village. The text contained 

information about the background of the fishery policy and its consequences (e.g., a rise in 

unemployment) that were expected to correspond to the activated prior knowledge of the 

experimental group. Furthermore, the text contained new information (e.g., an alternative income 

source) that became important in light of the activated prior knowledge. The experimental group 
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outperformed the control group in recall of information from the text. This higher recall was 

caused by enhanced recall of both the information that was explicitly activated and the newly 

presented information. By establishing relations between the activated prior knowledge and the 

new information, the integration of the new information into the existing knowledge base is 

facilitated. So, mobilisation enables learners to bridge the gap between their prior knowledge and 

new information provided to them.  

Before outlining the potentially beneficial role of note taking in prior knowledge 

activation, the next section describes the focus of traditional note taking research and emphasises 

the differences with note taking as operationalised in the present study. 

Note Taking 

In traditional note taking research, note taking is mainly perceived as a data collection 

procedure aimed at encoding and storing information for examination purposes. Research 

focused primarily on learning from taking notes while attending a lecture (e.g., Austin, Gilbert 

Lee, Thibeault, Carr, & Bailey, 2002; Kiewra, Dubois, Christian, McShane, Meyerhoffer, & 

Roskelley, 1991) or reading a text (e.g., Kobayashi, 2009; Slotte & Lonka, 1999). The encoding 

function of note taking signifies that the process of taking notes while attending a lecture or 

reading a text is beneficial for learning (Di Vesta & Gray, 1972). This effect is determined by 

comparing learning outcomes (e.g., recall, academic achievement) of learners who were allowed 

to take (but not review) notes while acquiring new knowledge with learning outcomes of learners 

who were not allowed to take notes. So, the encoding effect represents the effects of note taking 

during learning. Most studies have shown that learners who take notes reach higher learning 

outcomes than learners who do not take notes (e.g., Barnett, Di Vesta, & Rogozinski, 1981). 
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Note taking can be used to organise information and establish personally relevant relations which 

make a lecture or text more comprehensible, facilitating learning.  

Overall, the encoding effect of note taking is supported (cf., Kiewra, 1985; Kobayashi, 

2005). However, some studies could not support the notion that taking notes is beneficial for 

learning. For example, Peper and Mayer (1978, 1986), and Kobayashi (2009) found that taking 

notes did not result in higher learning outcomes than not taking notes. These inconsistent 

findings may be related to the quality of the note taking procedures. According to Peper and 

Mayer (1978, 1986), note taking enhances learning if learners actively process the learning 

materials and relate it to their prior knowledge. However, learners often take notes that represent 

a verbatim account of the learning materials in which no personally relevant relations are 

established. In these situations, note takers may not show higher learning outcomes than learners 

who did not take notes.  

In addition to the encoding function, note taking has traditionally been assigned an 

external storage function that indicates that having notes available for review after attending a 

lecture or reading a text is beneficial for learning (Di Vesta & Gray, 1972). The external storage 

function is determined by comparing learning outcomes of learners who reviewed their notes 

with learning outcomes of learners who did not review their notes. So, the external storage 

function represents the effects of note taking after learning. Overall, the external storage function 

of note taking is supported. Kiewra (1985) analysed 22 studies of which 17 studies supported the 

external storage function; learners who reviewed their notes reached higher learning outcomes 

than learners who did not review their notes.  

 In this study, the effects of note taking are investigated in a context that differs from 

traditional note taking research in several respects. First, the effects of note taking are not 
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investigated in the context of learning from a lecture or a text but in the context of prior 

knowledge activation. More specifically, it is investigated if and how note taking may support 

the activation process and subsequent learning. Second, note taking is not assumed to serve an 

encoding or external storage function. Prior knowledge is already encoded in long-term memory 

and therefore, note taking has no encoding function. In addition, learners are not given an 

opportunity to review their notes, so note taking also does not have an external storage function. 

In this study, note taking only serves a retrieval-directed function. By means of taking notes, the 

retrieval of information from long-term memory to working memory is facilitated. Third, 

traditional note taking research studied the effects of note taking during and/or after learning. In 

contrast, in this study, the effects of note taking before learning are investigated. Learners take 

notes to externally represent their prior knowledge before they are provided with learning 

materials.  

The Retrieval-Directed Function of Note Taking 

How can note taking be used to support retrieval during prior knowledge activation? 

When considering the effects of prior knowledge activation, working memory is an important 

factor. Learners can hold about seven elements at a time in working memory (Baddeley, 1992). 

When required to simultaneously process elements, the capacity of working memory is even 

more severely limited to about three elements (Van Merriënboer & Sweller, 2005). This implies 

that there are limits on the amount of information (i.e., the number of nodes) that can be 

simultaneously activated and processed. Learners might be overwhelmed by the activation 

process leading them to experience cognitive overload. If learners are overloaded, the activation 

process will be hampered because there is not enough capacity to activate all elements in the 

existing knowledge base (Van Merriënboer & Sweller, 2005). Cognitive overload might be 
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prevented if learners build an external representation of their prior knowledge by taking notes. 

When note taking is used this way, it serves a retrieval-directed function because, aided by the 

notes, learners can retrieve and thus activate more concepts than they could do without the notes. 

In addition, learners can relate concepts to one another and thereby create an organising 

framework of their prior knowledge without having to keep all concepts active in working 

memory. This facilitates the activation process by reducing the load imposed on working 

memory during prior knowledge activation. When confronted with new materials, learners can 

hold the (re)organised framework in working memory and use it to integrate new material into 

the framework, which facilitates learning.  

The retrieval-directed function of note taking is expected to facilitate the process of prior 

knowledge activation by reducing the load imposed on working memory. However, the 

supporting effects of note taking might be influenced by learners’ levels of prior knowledge. 

Taking notes is assumed to be less effective if learners have only limited relevant prior 

knowledge in a domain (i.e., material is unfamiliar). For these learners, knowledge is not 

meaningfully organised, because their knowledge is not yet represented in an interconnected 

pattern of nodes (Anderson, 1983). This makes it difficult for them to build a coherent external 

representation by taking notes, because they cannot distinguish relevant from irrelevant concepts 

or draw relations between concepts (Anderson, 1977). Therefore, note taking is not expected to 

have beneficial offloading effects on working memory for learners who have only limited prior 

knowledge in a certain domain. 

In sum, the main goal of this study is to investigate the effects of retrieval-directed note 

taking in prior knowledge activation for learners with different levels of prior knowledge. It is 

hypothesised that the effectiveness of note taking is influenced by the amount of prior knowledge 
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learners already possess in a certain domain (i.e., biology). Learners with relatively high prior 

knowledge are expected to benefit from retrieval-directed note taking because externally 

representing their prior knowledge by means of taking notes will reduce the load imposed on 

working memory. This facilitates the activation process and thereby learning. In contrast, 

retrieval-directed note taking is not expected to have any positive effects for learners with 

relatively low prior knowledge. These learners are not able to build a coherent external 

representation of their prior knowledge and will therefore not benefit from the potentially 

beneficial offloading effects of taking notes on working memory.  

Method 

Participants 

Sixty-one students in eleventh grade (34 males and 27 females; mean age = 17.07 years, 

SD = .75) participated in this study. To guarantee differences in level of prior knowledge 

concerning the circulatory system, students with and without biology in their final exams were 

asked to participate. A 2 x 2 factorial design was used to investigate the retrieval-directed 

function of note taking depending on learners’ levels of prior knowledge. All participants 

completed a prior knowledge test about the circulatory system (see ‘materials’). The maximum 

score was 12 (M = 5.77, SD = 3.08). Participants were assigned to a low prior knowledge or a 

high prior knowledge group based on the median score (value ‘5’) of the prior knowledge test. 

Participants who scored below or at the median were assigned to the low prior knowledge group 

(n = 37) and participants who scored above the median were assigned to the high prior 

knowledge group (n = 24). Thus, the terms ‘low prior knowledge’ and ‘high prior knowledge’ 

were used in a relative sense. To test if the two prior knowledge groups differed in their level of 

prior knowledge concerning the circulatory system, a t-test was carried out. The low prior 
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knowledge group (M = 3.65, SD = 1.21) scored significantly lower on the prior knowledge test 

than the high prior knowledge group (M = 9.04, SD = 2.03), t(33.61) = -11.730, p < .001, 

Cohen’s d = 3.23. Subsequently, participants were randomly assigned to two note taking 

conditions resulting in the following four experimental conditions: low prior knowledge/no-note 

taking (n = 17), low prior knowledge/note taking (n = 20), high prior knowledge/no-note taking 

(n = 13), and high prior knowledge/note taking (n = 11).  

Materials 

Prior knowledge test. The prior knowledge test about the circulatory system was a paper-

and-pencil test administered to ascertain differences in level of prior knowledge and assign 

participants to the low prior knowledge or the high prior knowledge group. It contained 12 

multiple-choice items with four answer options that measured knowledge and understanding of 

the circulatory system. Six items assessed participants’ prior knowledge of the structure of the 

circulatory system (e.g., through which blood vessels does blood flow from the leg to the heart?) 

and six items assessed knowledge of the functioning of the heart (e.g., what is the function of the 

heart valves?). One point was given for each correctly answered item on the prior knowledge test 

resulting in a maximum score of 12. Reliability of the prior knowledge test was α = .77 

(Cronbach’s alpha). 

Prior knowledge activation pictures. To initiate prior knowledge activation, pictures 

illustrating the structure of the circulatory system and the functioning of the heart were 

presented. The picture used to activate participants’ prior knowledge about the structure of the 

circulatory system is presented in Figure 1.  

[Insert Figure 1 about here] 
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Learning tasks. Twelve learning tasks were presented in the learning phase. These 

learning tasks were organised in two sequences of six tasks with one sequence focusing on the 

structure of the circulatory system, and the other sequence on the functioning of the heart. A 

sequence of learning tasks started with a worked-out example that contained the main principles 

necessary to solve the problems in the task sequence. For example, the worked-out example in 

the task sequence about the structure of the circulatory system described in detail how blood 

flows through the body. After the worked-out example with high build-in support, three tasks 

with diminishing learner support were presented. Learner support was provided by using so-

called reversal and completion problems. In a reversal problem, the correct solution was already 

given encouraging backward reasoning of why this solution fitted the problem posed. In 

addition, two types of completion problems were used. In the first type, part of the solution was 

given and had to be completed by the participants to solve the problem. In the second type, all 

solution steps were given in a random order and had to be rearranged to solve the problem. These 

two types of completion problems and the correct solution are illustrated in the Appendix. The 

last tasks in the sequence were two conventional problems (i.e., no solution steps were provided). 

Transfer tasks. Twelve transfer tasks assessed participants’ knowledge and understanding 

of both the structure of the circulatory system and the functioning of the heart. They differed 

from each other on a continuum from near to far transfer. For near transfer tasks, learned 

principles were applied in familiar situations. The underlying structure did not differ from the 

structure of learning tasks, but these tasks contained different surface features, which were 

irrelevant for solving the tasks. For example, participants were asked to describe how a blood 

cloth originating in the brain could get stuck in a leg. For far transfer tasks, learned principles 

had to be applied in new, unfamiliar situations. The structural features of these tasks were more 
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or less different from those of the learning tasks. For example, participants were presented with a 

problem concerning a child with a congenital heart defect in which the left ventricle was 

underdeveloped. After an operation, the vena cava were directly connected to the lung arteries 

and the aorta was connected to the right ventricle. When describing how blood flows from the 

liver to the brain, participants had to take into account the child’s abnormal blood flow. 

Scoring 

Time-on-task. Time to solve problems was automatically recorded for each learning and 

transfer task. 

Mental effort. Mental effort was measured using the mental effort rating scale of Paas 

(1992). This measure was used to assess how much mental effort participants had to invest to 

complete the prior knowledge test, activate their prior knowledge, and solve each learning and 

transfer task. Mental effort was rated on a 9-point scale ranging from ‘very, very little effort’ (1) 

to ‘very, very much effort’ (9). 

Performance. For each learning and transfer task, partial credits were given for a correct 

solution step or answer leading to a maximum score of 1 for each task.  

Mental efficiency. Efficiency (E) was calculated by relating transfer test performance and 

invested mental effort during the transfer test using the formula of Paas and van Merriënboer 

(1993). Performance and mental effort scores were first standardised, and then the z-scores were 

entered into the formula: 

                  ZPerformance – ZMental Effort 

         E =     _____________________________ 

                                  √2                        
 

High efficiency indicated a transfer test performance that was higher than might be expected on 

the basis of invested mental effort during the transfer test, while a low efficiency indicated a 
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transfer test performance that was lower than might be expected on the basis of invested mental 

effort. For example, the instructional procedure resulted in a higher mental efficiency for 

participants who attained a certain performance level with a minimum investment of mental 

effort than for participants who attained the same performance with a maximum investment of 

mental effort. 

Activated knowledge. Activated knowledge was measured by analysing the notes taken 

by the note taking groups and think-aloud protocols recorded in a randomly selected subset (n = 

22) of all participants. The protocols were registered using Audacity version 1.2.6 

(http://audacity.sourceforge.net) and a headset. These protocols provided information on the 

knowledge that was actually activated by the learners. For determining correctness and relevancy 

of activated prior knowledge, notes and think-aloud protocols were scored according to a coding 

scheme that contained all important concepts necessary for solving learning and transfer tasks. 

The worked-out examples were used to distinguish these important concepts (e.g., left ventricle, 

sinus node) and relations between these concepts (e.g., blood flows from the right ventricle to the 

lung artery, electrical activity spreads from the sinus node to the atrioventricular node). Two 

independent raters scored both the number of concepts, the number of relations between these 

concepts, and the number of correct relations using the coding scheme. Interrater reliability was r 

= .997 (intraclass correlation). 

Procedure 

To avoid potential interference with prior knowledge activation, the prior knowledge test 

was administered more than five days before the experiment. In the experimental session, prior 

knowledge was activated through mobilisation initiated by the prior knowledge activation 

pictures. First, the picture of the structure of the circulatory system was presented on a computer 
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screen for 5 minutes and all participants were given the following instructions: “Bring to mind 

everything you know about the way blood flows through the body.” Think-aloud protocols were 

recorded for a subset of all participants. During mobilisation, all participants were also given this 

picture on a piece of paper. Only participants in the note taking conditions were instructed to 

take notes while mobilising using the paper version of the picture. Participants in the no-note 

taking conditions were not given an instruction to take notes. It was closely observed whether 

participants followed the note taking instructions. Second, after mobilisation, all participants 

were asked to hand in the paper version of the picture to prevent participants in the note taking 

conditions from using their notes while working on the tasks. Then, all participants studied the 

worked-out example about the structure of the circulatory system and performed the remaining 

learning tasks concerning this aspect of the circulatory system. 

After mobilising prior knowledge and working on tasks about the structure of the 

circulatory system, participants started working on the sequence of tasks about the functioning of 

the heart. This sequence zoomed in on a particular aspect of the circulatory system and required 

more elaborated knowledge than the preceding task sequence about the structure of the 

circulatory system. Therefore, prior knowledge was again mobilised before participants worked 

on these tasks. Participants were provided with the picture illustrating the functioning of the 

heart and were instructed to “...bring to mind everything you know about the electrical system 

and the functioning of the heart”. Again, all participants were given a paper version of the 

picture. Participants in the note taking conditions were instructed to take notes while mobilising 

using the paper version of the picture. After mobilisation, participants were again asked to hand 

in this paper version. Then, participants studied the worked-out example about the functioning of 
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the heart and performed the remaining learning tasks concerning this aspect of the circulatory 

system.  

After all learning tasks were performed, transfer tasks were presented. Participants in the 

note taking conditions were not allowed to review or otherwise use their notes while working on 

the learning and transfer tasks. All participants were instructed not to take notes while 

performing the learning and transfer tasks.  

Participants rated the amount of mental effort they had to invest (a) after completing the 

prior knowledge test, (b) after mobilising prior knowledge about the structure of the circulatory 

system, (c) after mobilising prior knowledge about the functioning of the heart, (d) after each 

learning task, and (e) after each transfer task. All tasks and mental effort scales were presented 

on a computer screen. Participants were allowed to work on the learning and transfer tasks at 

their own pace.  

Results  

Time-on-task 

 For all statistical tests, a significance level of .05 was maintained. Table 1 provides an 

overview of the means and standard deviations of time-on-task and the dependent variables 

mental effort, performance, and mental efficiency. 

To control for potentially confounding effects of time-on-task, time to perform learning 

and transfer tasks was explored first. A main effect of prior knowledge on time-on-task was 

found for the learning phase (F(1, 58) = 6.939, MSE = 9205.372,  p < .05, η2
p = .107) and the 

transfer phase (F(1, 58) = 8.324, MSE = 5078.609, p < .01, η2
p = .126). The high prior 

knowledge group spent more time working on learning and transfer tasks than the low prior 

knowledge group. No other main effects or interaction effects were found. 
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For subsequent analyses, data were analysed by means of 2 (low prior knowledge vs. 

high prior knowledge) by 2 (no-note taking vs. note taking) ANCOVAs with time-on-task as a 

covariate. For analysing learning task results, time-on-task during the learning phase was used as 

a covariate. For analysing transfer task results, both time-on-task during the learning phase and 

time-on-task during the transfer phase were used as covariates.  

[Insert Table 1 about here] 

Mental Effort  

 An interaction effect between level of prior knowledge and note taking was found for 

mental effort invested during the transfer phase (F(1, 55) = 6.688, MSE = 12.149, p < .05, η2
p = 

.108). For high prior knowledge learners, note taking yielded a decrease in mental effort invested 

while working on transfer tasks, whereas note taking yielded the opposite effect on mental effort 

for low prior knowledge learners (see Figure 2A). Post-hoc analyses revealed that mental effort 

of note takers was influenced by their level of prior knowledge. More specifically, mental effort 

of note takers with low prior knowledge was higher than mental effort of note takers with high 

prior knowledge (F(1, 55) = 13.662, MSE = 24.818, p < .01, η2
p = .199). Moreover, note taking 

increased mental effort for low prior knowledge learners as compared to low prior knowledge 

learners who did not take notes (F(1, 55) = 5.367, MSE = 9.751, p < .05, η2
p = .089). 

In addition to the interaction effect between level of prior knowledge and note taking, a 

main effect of prior knowledge was found for mental effort invested during the learning phase 

(F(1, 57) = 12.170, MSE = 20.572, p < .01, η2
p = .176) and the transfer phase (F(1, 55) = 7.945, 

MSE = 14.433, p < .01, η2
p = .126). The high prior knowledge group invested less mental effort 

while working on learning tasks and transfer tasks than the low prior knowledge group (see 

Table 1). No other significant effects were found.  
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 [Insert Figure 2A, B about here] 

Performance 

 A main effect of prior knowledge on performance was found for both learning tasks (F(1, 

57) = 17.235, MSE = 60.001, p < .001, η2
p = .232) and transfer tasks (F(1, 56) = 22.789, MSE = 

41.164, p < .001, η2
p = .289). As Table 1 shows, the high prior knowledge group performed 

higher on learning tasks and transfer tasks than the low prior knowledge group. No other 

significant effects were found. There was no interaction effect between level of prior knowledge 

and note taking on learning task performance (F(1, 56) = .355, MSE = 1.252, ns, η2
p = .006) or 

transfer test performance (F(1, 55) = .408, MSE = .746, ns, η2
p = .007). Furthermore, although 

note takers performed higher than participants who did not take notes (see Table 1), this 

difference did not reach statistical significance. 

Mental Efficiency 

An interaction effect between level of prior knowledge and note taking was found for 

mental efficiency during the transfer phase (F(1, 55) = 4.786, MSE = 3.799, p < .05, η2
p =  .08). 

For high prior knowledge learners, note taking yielded an increase in mental efficiency during 

the transfer phase, whereas note taking yielded the opposite effect on mental efficiency for low 

prior knowledge learners (see Figure 2B). Post-hoc analyses revealed that mental efficiency of 

note takers was influenced by their level of prior knowledge. More specifically, mental 

efficiency of note takers with high prior knowledge was higher than for note takers with low 

prior knowledge (F(1, 55) = 21.930, MSE = 17.408, p < .001, η2
p = .285). Figure 3 provides an 

overview of the mental efficiencies for each condition.  

[Insert Figure 3 about here] 
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In addition to the interaction effect, a main effect of prior knowledge on mental 

efficiency was found during the transfer phase (F(1, 55) = 21.077, MSE = 16.731, p < .001, η2
p = 

.277). The high prior knowledge group revealed a higher mental efficiency while working on 

transfer tasks than the low prior knowledge group (see Table 1). No other significant effects were 

found. 

Activated Knowledge 

 Table 2 provides the means and standard deviations of the number of concepts, relations 

between concepts, and correct relations in the notes and the think-aloud protocols.  

 Notes. A significant difference in number of concepts was found (t(29) = -1.940, p < .05, 

d = .68). The high prior knowledge group generated significantly more concepts in the notes than 

the low prior knowledge group. However, both groups did not differ in the number of (correct) 

relations between activated concepts. The number of relations described in the notes was very 

low (M = 1.16, SD = 3.73). Interestingly, the low prior knowledge group showed a tendency to 

generate more (correct) relations than the high prior knowledge group. However, this seemed to 

be influenced by two participants in the low prior knowledge group who generated a relatively 

large number of relations (i.e., 19 and 9 relations of which, respectively, 17 and 7 were correct).  

[Insert Table 2 about here] 

 Protocols. Significant differences between both prior knowledge groups were found for 

the number of concepts (t(20) = -2.975, p < .01, d = 1.25), relations (t(20) = -4.181,  p < .001, d = 

1.73), and correct relations (t(10.857) = -3.751, p < .01, d = 1.66). The high prior knowledge 

group generated more concepts in the think-aloud protocols, more relations between activated 

concepts, and more correct relations than the low prior knowledge group. 

Discussion 
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 The main goal of this study was to investigate the retrieval-directed function of note 

taking in prior knowledge activation (i.e., mobilisation) for learners with different levels of prior 

knowledge. Results supported the hypothesis that the effectiveness of the retrieval-directed 

function of note taking is influenced by the amount of prior domain knowledge learners already 

possess. For learners with relatively high prior knowledge about the circulatory system, note 

taking lowered mental effort while working on transfer tasks and increased mental efficiency 

during transfer. For learners with relatively low prior knowledge, note taking yielded the 

opposite effects on mental effort and mental efficiency during transfer. Post-hoc analyses 

showed that both mental effort and mental efficiency of note takers were influenced by their 

level of prior knowledge. More specifically, the  invested mental effort of note takers with low 

prior knowledge was higher than for note takers with high prior knowledge. In addition, the 

mental efficiency was higher for note takers with high prior knowledge than for note takers with 

low prior knowledge. Post-hoc analyses also showed that note taking increased the invested 

mental effort while working on transfer tasks for low prior knowledge learners; the mental effort 

of low prior knowledge learners who took notes was higher than the mental effort of low prior 

knowledge learners who did not take notes. This higher mental effort is unlikely to be an artefact 

of the requirement to take notes, because it was found in the transfer phase in which note taking 

was not allowed. In addition, if this difference in mental effort was an artefact of note taking, this 

effect should have been even stronger for the learning phase that immediately followed prior 

knowledge activation during which the notes were taken. Furthermore, the lower mental effort as 

a result of note taking for high prior knowledge learners also refutes the assumption that high 

school students always report more effort if they are required to do more. 
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By externally representing their prior knowledge by means of taking notes, learners with 

high prior knowledge in a domain are enabled to activate concepts and relate these concepts to 

one another without having to keep them active in working memory. This retrieval-directed 

function of note taking reduces the load imposed on working memory and prevents learners from 

being overloaded by activating prior knowledge. The offloading effect of taking notes facilitates 

the activation process which enhances learning for high prior knowledge learners. Although high 

prior knowledge learners who took notes showed a lower mental effort and a higher mental 

efficiency than high prior knowledge learners who were not allowed to take notes, this difference 

did not reach statistical significance. This might be the result of the small sample size; there were 

only eleven high prior knowledge learners who took notes and thirteen high prior knowledge 

learners who did not take notes. This explanation is supported by investigating the effect sizes. 

For mental effort, η2
p was .037 and for mental efficiency, it was .042. These effect sizes indicate 

a small to medium effect of note taking lowering mental effort and enhancing mental efficiency 

for high prior knowledge learners. Replicating this study with a larger number of high prior 

knowledge learners might provide stronger evidence for the hypothesis that retrieval-directed 

note taking has beneficial effects for learners with sufficient prior domain knowledge. 

The results supported the notion that retrieval-directed note taking in prior knowledge 

activation has no beneficial effects for learners with only limited prior knowledge about the 

circulatory system. Performance and mental efficiency did not differ depending on whether or 

not low prior knowledge learners were allowed to take notes while mobilising. Note taking even 

had a negative effect on experienced mental effort; learners with limited prior knowledge who 

took notes showed a higher mental effort than low prior knowledge learners who did not take 

notes. If prior knowledge is very limited, learners might not be able to distinguish relevant from 
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irrelevant concepts or draw relations between activated concepts. This makes it difficult for them 

to build a coherent external representation of their prior knowledge by taking notes. Therefore, 

note taking might not have had any offloading effects on working memory for low prior 

knowledge learners.  

 When looking closely at the activated prior knowledge, it was shown that high prior 

knowledge learners generated more concepts, more relations, and more correct relations in the 

think-aloud protocols than low prior knowledge learners. They also generated more concepts in 

their notes than low prior knowledge learners. However, both groups did not differ in the number 

of (correct) relations between activated concepts. There was even a tendency for low prior 

knowledge learners to generate more (correct) relations in their notes. This was influenced by 

two low prior knowledge learners who generated many (correct) relations. These learners might 

have been more skilled in taking notes. Interestingly, one of these learners showed a transfer test 

performance that was higher than the mean of the high prior knowledge group that took notes 

(i.e., 7.01 vs. 6.60). This provides support for the assumption that the quality of notes may 

influence the learning gains. It is not clear why these two learners were able to generate a 

relatively large number of relations, but the possibility that they studied between the prior 

knowledge test and the actual experiment cannot be excluded. In general, the number of relations 

in the notes was very low for both high prior knowledge and low prior knowledge learners. This 

is consistent with Kiewra (1985) who found that relational note taking is difficult for learners.  

A practical implication that follows from this study is that retrieval-directed note taking 

does not necessarily support the activation process and learning. In contrast to traditional note 

taking research that has found abundant evidence for the encoding and external storage functions 

of note taking (Kiewra, 1985; Kobayashi, 2005), there is no evidence that the retrieval-directed 
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function of note taking is beneficial in and of itself. Although learners who took notes while 

activating their prior knowledge performed somewhat higher than learners who did not take 

notes, this difference did not reach statistical significance. In addition, learners did not differ in 

invested mental effort or mental efficiency depending on whether they were allowed to take 

notes or not. The beneficial effect of retrieval-directed note taking seemed to be beneficial for 

learners who already possessed sufficient prior knowledge. For learners who possessed only 

limited relevant prior knowledge, it was not beneficial to take notes while activating prior 

knowledge. For them, note taking resulted in an increase in invested mental effort while working 

on tasks, indicating that they might be overloaded by the process of taking notes. Therefore, 

when instructing students to take notes while activating their prior knowledge, teachers should 

take their students’ levels of prior knowledge into account. In addition, instructing students on 

how to take notes might be beneficial for learning. The analysis of the notes showed that learners 

did not generate many relations in their notes. If students are encouraged to establish 

relationships in their notes, this may strengthen the organising framework facilitating the 

integration and thus learning of new information. 

In the present study, all participants were high school students. Therefore, it is reasonable 

to conclude that both high and low prior knowledge learners were on the low end of the expertise 

continuum. Medical students, for example, are considered to have much more elaborated and 

refined prior knowledge or expertise about the circulatory system than high school students. 

These learners with relatively high expertise might not benefit from taking notes while activating 

prior knowledge in the same way as the more knowledgeable high school students in this study 

do. It is possible that the positive effects of note taking fade away or reverse with increasing 

expertise (the so-called ‘expertise reversal effect’, see Kalyuga, Ayres, Chandler, & Sweller, 
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2003). Learners with expertise in a certain domain may already possess a coherent representation 

of their prior knowledge that can be held in working memory without overloading it. Therefore, 

note taking might not have any offloading effects for these high-expertise learners. Future 

research should thus extend the continuum of prior knowledge towards higher levels of expertise 

and investigate the effects of retrieval-directed note taking in prior knowledge activation for 

learners at different points of this continuum. 

Another line of research is related to the influence of the type of representation used to 

guide prior knowledge activation. In this study, learners are provided with a static picture that 

might support them in activating their prior knowledge as compared to not being provided with 

this picture. But what happens if learners are provided with an animation? Is an animation better 

able to represent and activate a dynamic domain, such as the circulatory system, as compared to 

a static picture? And how is the effectiveness of the representation influenced by learners’ prior 

knowledge? Future research may shed more light on this issue. 

Concluding, the present study provided evidence that retrieval-directed note taking may 

exert positive effects on learning. However, these beneficial effects were influenced by the 

amount of prior knowledge learners already possessed, and were restricted to measures of mental 

effort and mental efficiency. Future research might provide more insights into the beneficial 

effects of retrieval-directed note taking in prior knowledge activation. 
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Appendix 

Types of Completion Problems 

Mrs. X has diabetes. After every meal, she injects insulin in the vein of her left upper arm. What 

way does the insulin travel before it reaches the brain? 

Type I:  

Complete solution steps 

Type II:  

Rearrange solution steps 

 

Correct solution 

1) arm vein 

2) superior vena cava 

3) right atrium 

4) right ventricle 

5) lung artery 

6) lungs 

7)  

8)  

9)  

10)  

11)  

1) superior vena cava 

2) aorta 

3) left atrium 

4) right ventricle 

5) lung artery 

6) lung vein 

7) brain 

8) left ventricle 

9) lungs 

10) right atrium 

11) arm vein 

1) arm vein 

2) superior vena cava 

3) right atrium 

4) right ventricle 

5) lung artery 

6) lungs 

7) lung vein 

8) left atrium 

9) left ventricle 

10) aorta 

11) brain 
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Table 1   

Means and Standard Deviations of Time-on-Task, Mental Effort, Performance, and Mental  

Efficiency  

Low prior knowledge High prior knowledge 

No-notes Notes No-notes Notes 

 

M SD M SD M SD M SD 

Time-on-task learning phase (sec) 111 44 111 23 123 39 150 38 

Time-on-task transfer phase (sec) 81 24 89 17 97 33 111 27 

Mental effort learning phase 5.79 1.16 6.28 1.29 5.02 1.49 4.42 1.11 

Mental effort transfer phase 5.61 1.49 6.59 1.26 5.42 1.30 4.65 1.28 

Performance learning phase 3.95 1.99 4.14 2.16 6.04 1.86 7.32 1.65 

Performance transfer phase 3.49 1.43 3.85 1.50 5.61 1.78 6.60 1.60 

Mental efficiency transfer phase -.29 .90 -.62 .90 .56 1.10 1.27 .85 
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Table 2 

Means and Standard Deviations of Number of Concepts, Relations between Concepts, and 

Correct Relations in the Notes and Think-Aloud Protocols 

 Low prior knowledge group 

(n = 20) 

High prior knowledge group 

(n = 11) 

 M SD M SD 

 Concepts 4.30 4.56 8.18 6.56 

Notes Relations 1.55 4.57 .45 1.04 

 Correct relations 1.30 4.01 .27 .65 

 Low prior knowledge group 

1(n = 12) 

High prior knowledge group 

1(n = 10) 

 M SD M SD 

 Concepts 7.50 4.85 15.10 7.31 

Protocols Relations 2.50 2.58 9.80 5.37 

 Correct relations 1.25 1.77 7.50 5.02 

1Based on a subset of all participants 
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Figure captions 

Figure 1. Picture used to activate prior knowledge about the structure of the circulatory system. 

Figure 2. Interaction effect between level of prior knowledge and note taking for mental effort 

(A) and mental efficiency (B) during transfer. 

Figure 3. Mental efficiency per condition. 
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Figure 1 
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Figure 2 
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Figure 3 

 

 
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


